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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M) 
        DHAKUAKHANA, ASSAM 
  
                          G.R CASE NO:- 136/2015 

               U/S 384 of the Indian Penal Code 
                                 
 

  State of Assam 

Vs. 

i) Sri. Bidul Kalita 
ii) Sri. Gunamoni Baruah                                                                  

                              
                     
Present    : Angshuman Bhattacharjee, Sub-Divisional   
               Judicial Magistrate (M), Dhakuakhana. 
    
For Prosecution             : Sri. Prasanta Hiloidari, Learned Addl. Public   
                                                    Prosecutor. 
 
For the accused  : Sri. Ranjit Kr. Baruah, Learned Advocate. 
 
Evidence recorded on           : 14-11-2017, 12-12-2017, 10-04-2018, 26-04-2018, 13- 

08-2018, 21-12-2018 and 28-02-2019. 
                                                
Arguments heard on     :         31-07-2019. 
 
Judgment delivered on    :         09-08-2019. 
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JUDGMENT 
        

1. The prosecution case arises out of the ejahar dated 30-07-2015 lodged by one Sri. 

Ramcharan Rabha of Dhakuakhana PS alleging that on 30-07-2015 at about 11:30 

PM, under the supervision of SDPO, Dhakuakhana, police officials and officials of 

18th Maratha regiment were patrolling the Bahpara area. Just at that time they 

detected the two accused persons namely Sri. Bidul Kalita and Sri. Gunamoni Baruah 

who are members of banned NDFB militant organisation. On seeing the patrol party, 

both the accused persons attempted to flee but the police resorted to blank fire and 

apprehended both the accused persons. From the possession of the accused 

persons, writing pads embossed with seal of NDFB, driving licence, mobile handset 

and voter identity card were seized. Hence the case.  

 

2. On receipt of ejahar, Dhakuakhana PS case no.86/15 was registered and SI 

Bhumidhar Hazarika of Dhakuakhana PS was entrusted with investigation of this 

case. After completion of investigation the police filed charge-sheet against the 

accused persons u/s 384 IPC. At the relevant point of time, the accused persons 

appeared and they were supplied with copies of relevant documents as required U/S 

207 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Charge was framed against both the accused 

persons u/s 384 IPC and particulars of the said charge were read over and 

explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried.   

 

3. The prosecution examined eleven witnesses. The statement of the accused persons 

were recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. wherein they stated that the prosecution case is false. 

The defence side did not adduce any evidence.          

 

4. Point for determination:- 

 

“Whether the accused persons projecting themselves as members of 

NDFB had put the local people of Bahpara area in fear of injury and 

dishonestly induced them to deliver money to both of them?”  
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Appreciation of evidence, decision and reasons thereof:- 

 

5. PW-1 stated in course of his deposition that on 30-07-2015, he was posted at 

Dhakuakhana PS as attached police officer, SI Police. On that day, their PS 

Dhakuakhana received an information regarding movement of two suspected NDFB 

militants and accordingly a joint operation was carried out with the Counter 

insurgency team-B and 18th Maratha Light Infantry and the team was leaded by 

SDPO at General Bahpara Area. On seeing the joint operation team, two persons 

fled away and they had to resort firing on them but ultimately they were 

apprehended. After apprehending them upon searching they found two NDFB 

leaflets and came to know the persons are as the accused, Bidul Kalita and 

Gunamoni Baruah. Leaflets were recovered from Bidul Kalita and during 

interrogation, Gunamoni Baruah confessed that the leaflets were given by NDFB, 

Bokdaw @ Godal Goyari from Biswanath Chariali. Gunamoni had given the leaflets 

to Bidul Kalita. They also seized one voter I/D card, driving licence of Bidul Kalita, 

one Samsung mobile, one Nokia mobile handset and four SIM cards and one 

certificate in the name of Gunamoni Baruah, issued by 4-CI, Detachment Instant 

Command Counter Intelligent Unit C/O-99 APO. He recorded the statement of the 

accused persons and then he lodged the case with Ext-1 ejahar and Ext-1 is his 

signature. Ext-2 is the relevant seizure list and Ext-2(1) is his signature. Material 

Ext-1 to 6 are the material articles of the seizure list: Ext-2. In course of his cross-

examination PW-1 stated that he is the informant only and the IO of this case is 

someone else. PW-1 stated the fact that the Ext-2 is prepared by him and the same 

was not seized by the IO from him. Today he has not seen the alleged Samsung 

mobile set seized by him. Today he has seen two mobile handsets Nokia. The 

produced mobile Nokia IME No-354581/05/281878/9 was not seized by him during 

the course of action/investigation amongst the material mobiles. He recorded the 

statements of the witnesses, Sarama Doley and Hiten Bikash Gogoi in the instant 

case. He had recorded his statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C. he did not state before the IO 

that he seized two leaflets of demanding money from the accused persons. PW-1 

denied the suggestion that the seizure articles/leaflets were prepared and created 

by him falsely. PW-1 denied the suggestion that he never seized the letters/leaflets 

from the accused persons. SDPO sir had resorted blank fire from an AK-47 rifle 

during the course of operation/action. PW-1 stated the fact that he did not seize the 
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blank cartage of the bullets. It may be possible that the accused persons might have 

no link with the NDFB militants. PW-1 stated the fact that other articles except the 

leaflets seized by him are not illegal, these are genuine documents. PW-1 denied the 

suggestion that he deposed false evidence against the accused persons.           

 

6. PW-2 stated in course of his deposition that he knows the informant, police and the 

accused, Gunamoni Baruah but he does not know another accused, present in the 

case. About three years back, on the day of the incident, while he was attending 

rituals in a neighbouring house, he heard hue and cry and also heard firing of arms. 

When he came out along with many others, he saw police personnel apprehending 

the accused persons. Police had taken away the accused persons. Police took his 

statement. Further, he cannot say anything about the incident.  

 

7. PW-3 stated in course of his deposition that he knows the informant, police and the 

accused, Gunamoni Baruah, but he does not know another accused, present in the 

case. On the day of the incident, about two years back, while he was in his house, 

he heard hue and cry and also heard firing of arms. When he came out along with 

many others, he saw police personnel apprehending the accused persons. Police 

had taken away the accused persons to police station. He heard that the accused 

persons were arrested suspecting them as terrorist. Police took his statement. 

Further he cannot say anything about the incident. In course of his cross-

examination PW-3 stated that police took his statement on the day of the incident. 

PW-3 denied the suggestion that he did not state before police that he did not hear 

firing of arms. PW-3 stated the fact that he cannot say exactly from whom he heard 

about the fact that the accused persons were arrested suspecting them as terrorist.       

 

8. PW-4 stated in course of his deposition that he knows the informant of this case as 

he was engaged at Sonari-Chapori Police Outpost in the capacity of petition writer. 

He knows the accused Sri. Gunamoni Baruah but he does not know the co-accused 

person standing in the dock today. He does not know anything about the incident.   

 

9. PW-5 stated in course of his deposition that he knows the informant who was the 

I/C Sonari-chapori police outpost as he reside in that area. He knows the accused 
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Gunamoni Baruah who resides near his house. He does not know the co-accused 

person. About two years ago one day the two accused persons were arrested in 

their village in connection with some extortion case. In his presence one blank 

writing pad was recovered from the pocket of accused Bidul Kalita and in the said 

pad the seal NDFB was embossed. Police then informed them that the two accused 

persons had made extortion demands to other people as well. Police interrogated 

him. In course of his cross-examination PW-5 stated that he has no grudge against 

the accused Sri. Gunamoni Baruah. He was interrogated by the informant Sri. 

Ramcharan Rabha regarding this case. He was also interrogated by SDPO. Except 

these two police officers he was not interrogated by any other police officer. He had 

not stated before the police that the blank writing pad was recovered in his 

presence from the pocket of accused Bidul Kalita. He had not stated before the 

police the fact that he was informed by the police that the accused persons had 

made extortion demands to other people as well. PW-5 denied the suggestion that 

he had stated before the police that he had never seen or heard that the accused 

persons had any relation with NDFB insurgents. He had stated before the police that 

he had often seen accused Gunomoni Baruah at his residence. He had stated before 

the police that he had never seen any NDFB militant visiting the house of the 

accused persons and that if any such militant had ever visited the house of the 

accused persons it would have definitely come to his notice. PW-5 denied the 

suggestion that he had stated before the police that except this case there had been 

no other case against the accused person. PW-5 denied the suggestion that the 

accused Gunamoni Baruah had filed a case against him due to some boundary 

dispute for which he has falsely deposed against him.   

 

10. PW-6 stated in course of his deposition that he knows the informant of this case. He 

knows the accused person Gunomoni Baruah. He does not know the co-accused 

person. He does not remember the date of the incident. One day he had seen the 

informant apprehending the accused Gunomoni Baruah. He does not know anything 

about the incident.      

 

11. PW-7 stated in course of his deposition that he does not know the informant of this 

case. The accused Sri. Gunomoni Baruah is his son and he does not know the co-

accused person. He only knows that his son Gunomoni is a cultivator. He stays at 
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home and carries out cultivation works. He does not know anything else about the 

instant case.    

 

12. PW-8 stated in course of his deposition that he does not know the informant of this 

case. He knows the accused Sri. Gunamani Baruah who is the resident of their 

village. He does not know the co-accused person. He does not know anything about 

the instant case. 

 

13. PW-9 stated in course of his deposition that on 15-06-2016 he was working as I/C, 

Sonari-chapori police outpost. On that day he was entrusted with the investigation 

of this case. He carried out investigation of this case to some extent and then 

submitted charge-sheet against the accused persons. Ext-3 is the charge-sheet filed 

by him and Ext-3(1) is his signature thereon. Previously SI Bhumidhar Hazarika had 

carried out part investigation of this case. He had prepared sketch-map of the place 

of occurrence. Ext-4 is the sketch-map prepared by SI Bhumidhar Hazarika and Ext-

4(1) is his signature which he knows. Ext-4(2) is his signature thereon. In course of 

his cross-examination PW-9 stated that the informant Sri. Ramcharan Rabha had 

also investigated this case initially. The statement of the informant had been 

recorded u/s 161 Cr.P.C at Sonari-chapori police outpost on 30-07-2015. The 

statement of PW-3 Hemanta Baruah was recorded on 01-08-2015 at Sonari-chapori 

police outpost. In his statement Sri. Hemanta Baruah did not state that he had 

heard the sound of gun-shot. He recorded the statement of PW-5 Dipen Baruah at 

his house on 23-06-2016. As per seizure-list i.e. Ext-2 there is no witness named 

Hemanta Baruah. In his statement before the IO, PW-Hemanta Baruah did not state 

that the accused persons are involved in other cases besides this case. Neither he 

nor SI Bhumidhar Hazarika seized anything in connection with this case. PW-9 

denied the suggestion that charge-sheet has been filed against the accused persons 

without proper investigation.   

 

14. PW-10 stated in course of his deposition that he knows the informant of this case. 

He knows the accused Gunomoni Baruah who is present in the dock today but he 

does not know the other accused person. He does not know anything about this 

case. As per direction of the police he signed one paper. Ext-2 is that paper and Ext-
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2(2) is his signature thereon. He does not know why he was asked to sign Ext-2. He 

does not know its contents. He signed Ext-2 one day at Dhakuakhana PS. 

 

15. PW-11 stated in course of his deposition that he knows the informant of this case. 

He does not know the accused persons who are present in the dock today. He does 

not know anything about this case. As per direction of the police he signed one 

paper. Ext-2 is that paper and Ext-2(3) is his signature thereon. He does not know 

why he was asked to sign Ext-2. He does not know its contents. He signed Ext-2 

one day at Dhakuakhana PS. 

 

Decision and reasons thereof:- 

 

16. I have heard the learned Addl. P.P and learned defence counsel. In the instant case 

charge-sheet has been filed against the accused persons u/s 384 of Indian Penal 

Code and charge has also been framed against them under the aforesaid section of 

law. Section 384 of the Indian Penal Code makes the offence of extortion punishable 

with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years 

or with fine or with both. Section 383 of Indian Penal Code which defines the 

offence of extortion says that whoever intentionally puts any person in fear of any 

injury to that person or to any other and thereby intentionally induces the person so 

put in fear to deliver to any person any property or valuable security or anything 

signed or sealed which may be converted into a valuable security, commits 

extortion. Now, in the instant case none of the PWs including the informant has 

stated that the accused persons have put someone in fear of injury and thereby 

induced them to deliver money. The main plank of the prosecution case is that 

leaflets of NDFB were recovered from the possession of the accused persons. The 

PW-9 i.e. S.I Sushil Konwar stated in course of his cross-examination that the 

informant Sri. Ramcharan Rabha had also investigated this case initially. PW-5 

namely Sri. Dipen Barua also stated in course of his cross-examination that he was 

interrogated by the informant regarding this case. The informant i.e. Sri. Ramcharan 

Rabha as PW-1 admitted in his cross-examination that he recorded statements of 

witnesses Sarma Doley and Hiten Bikash Gogoi in connection with the instant case. 

From the above it is clear that the informant Sri. Ramcharan Rabha had carried out 

part investigation of this case.      
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17. In the case of Mohanlal vs. State of Punjab (Criminal Appeal no-1880 of 

2011), Hon’ble Supreme Court observed in para 25 of the judgment that “.........a 

fair investigation which is but the very foundation of a fair trial, necessarily 

postulates that the informant and the investigator must not be the same person. 

Justice must not only be done but it must appear to be done also.” The very fact 

that in the instant case the informant Sri. Ramcharan Rabha himself participated in 

the investigation process, recorded statements of witnesses, the entire investigation 

of this case has become tainted. PW-10 namely Sri. Sarma Doley and PW-11 Sri. 

Hiten Bikash Gogoi who have been shown as witnesses to alleged seizure of NDFB 

leaflets and other articles (as mentioned in seizure-list i.e. Ext-2) from the accused 

persons, have stated that they do not know anything about this case and that they 

had signed the seizure-list i.e. Ext-2 as per direction of police. They also stated that 

they do not know the contents of Ext-2. Thus the claim of the prosecution that 

NDFB leaflets were seized from the possession of the accused persons also remain 

unsubstantiated.   

 

18. All the aforesaid aspects have cast a profound doubt upon the prosecution case. In 

view of the above the prosecution case cannot be said to have been proved beyond 

all reasonable doubt. As such the accused persons are acquitted of the offences 

alleged and they are set at liberty forthwith. Bail bonds stand extended for six 

months from today. The instant case is accordingly disposed off. 

 

19. Seized article if any be handed over to the lawful owner after proper verification and 

following due process of law. 

 

20. Judgment is pronounced in open court on the 09th day of August, 2019. 

 

21. Given under my hand and seal. 

 

Typed and printed by me. 

Angshuman Bhattacharjee 
               Sub Divn. Judicial Magistrate (M) 

           Dhakuakhana, Lakhimpur 
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APPENDIX  
 

 
Witnesses examined by the prosecution:- 
 

1:- Sri. Ramcharan Rabha.  
2:- Sri. Niron Konwar.  
3:- Sri. Hemanta Baruah. 
4:- Sri. Hema Khanikar. 
5:- Sri. Dipen Baruah. 
6:- Sri. Pobitra Boruah. 
7:- Sri. Rupeswar Baruah. 
8:- Sri. Khagen Chamuah. 
9:- S.I Sushil Konwar. 
10:- Sri. Sarma Doley. 
11:- Sri. Hiten Bikash Gogoi. 

 
Witnesses examined by the Defence:-  

Nil 
 

Documents exhibited by the prosecution:-  
  Ext-1:- Ejahar. 
  Ext-2:- Seizure-list. 
  Ext-3:- Charge-sheet. 
  Ext-4:- Sketch-map. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Documents exhibited by the Defence:-  

Nil 
 
 

Angshuman Bhattacharjee 
               Sub Divn. Judicial Magistrate (M) 

           Dhakuakhana, Lakhimpur 


